
Cold Plates vs. LiquidCool Solutions 

Cold Plates, aka “Direct-to-Chip”/”Fluid-to-Chip”/”Water-to-Chip”/”Spot-Cooling”. 
Cold plates are designed to remove heat from hot components such as processors. 

Cooling is accomplished by circulating a fluid, usually water, through a heat exchanger 

directly mounted on the processor. The cooling water flows in the server chassis at high 

pressure to force it through microchannel heat exchangers. There are multiple 

opportunities for leaks, which would result in catastrophic server failure.  

Cold plates only accomplish “point cooling” of individual chips while the system relies on 

air cooling by fans for other components. It is difficult to recover more than half of the 

energy, and the energy that is recovered cannot warm water beyond 110°F, which is 

insufficient for most commercial applications.  

The infrastructure to support cold plates is the worst of both worlds. A water-cooling 

distribution system to the rack, and server fans to cool all other components. 

Cold plates require chip-specific, fluid-cooled heat exchangers (see below). 

 

LiquidCool Solutions: is much simpler as there are no moving parts in the chassis and 

no water within the rack. LCS-cooled servers 

require less energy and have higher thermal 

efficiency because heat transfer from immersed 

components is more efficient than conduction 

through cold-plate walls. In a long-term reliability 

test of the LCS system, all electronic 

components appear in “like new condition” (look 

to the right!) 

Compared to cold plates, LiquidCool Solutions’ 

patented technology reduces energy consumption, maintenance cost, space 

requirements and complexity; water is eliminated; and reliability is enhanced.  
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